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Abstract
Infectious diseases have been recognized as ma-
jor public health concerns for decades. Close con-
tact discovery is playing an indispensable role in
preventing epidemic transmission. In this light,
we study the continuous exposure search problem:
Given a collection of moving objects and a col-
lection of moving queries, we continuously dis-
cover all objects that have been directly and indi-
rectly exposed to at least one query over a period
of time. Our problem targets a variety of applica-
tions, including but not limited to disease control,
epidemic pre-warning, information spreading, and
co-movement mining. To answer this problem, we
develop an exact group processing algorithm with
optimization strategies. Further, we propose an ap-
proximate algorithm that substantially improves the
efficiency without false dismissal. Extensive ex-
periments offer insight into effectiveness and effi-
ciency of our proposed algorithms.

1 Introduction
With the continued growth of location-tracking devices (e.g.,
vehicle navigation systems and smartphones) and GPS-
enabled services (e.g., Google Maps), the volume of trajec-
tory data is skyrocketing. Among diverse trajectory query
tasks [Chen et al., 2020; Shang et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021;
Shang et al., 2019], contact search and tracing [Xu et al.,
2020; Chao et al., 2021; Xiong et al., 2020] have attracted
much attention in recent years. Basically, two moving ob-
jects constitute a close contact and influence each other if they
travel nearby over a period of time. Effective and efficient
discovery of close contacts has many real-world applications,
including but not limited to disease control, pre-warning of
epidemics, information spreading and co-movement pattern
mining. During the pandemic period, real-time discovery of
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Figure 1: Example of cases of exposure

close contacts can help us limit human transmissions and an-
alyze individual infectious risk.

Existing studies focus on the contact tracing for a single
query object (or query trajectory) based on the spatial prox-
imity between query object and data objects (e.g., [Faloutsos
et al., 1994; Assent et al., 2009]), some studies apply simi-
larity computation among trajectory segments (e.g., [Rong et
al., 2017; Xie et al., 2017]). However, during the disease out-
breaks, massive-scale individuals may be infected in a short
period of time. It is of great importance to enable continu-
ous contact search among a huge number of moving objects
based on their trajectories. An effective contact search should
not only be capable of handling massive-scale moving objects
simultaneously, but also guarantee the real-time detection re-
garding each object. To the best of our knowledge, existing
studies formulate the problem as a standalone query process-
ing problem, trajectory search problem [Alarabi et al., 2021;
Chao et al., 2021], or a search problem with multiple queries
[He et al., 2020; Ojagh et al., 2021]. These studies either tar-
get to process a small number of queries, or consider a static
collection of trajectories as input, making them ineffective to
process massive-scale moving objects over a large number
of queries in practice. Meanwhile, they are incompetent to
maintain real-time detection results for each object.

In this light, we define and study the Continuous Exposure
Search (CES) problem: Given a collection of moving objects
O, and a set of queries Q ∈ O denoting existing cases of
exposure, we target to continuously detect new cases of ex-
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posure by updating Q in a real-time fashion. In our settings,
new cases of exposure are the objects exposed to query ob-
jects within a distance threshold ϵ, and they have been travel-
ing together over a period of time k. Let us consider Figure 1
as a toy example. Let o1, o2, o3 be three moving objects and
initial query set be Q = {o1}. We set the distance thresh-
old ϵ to be 2 meters, and set contact duration threshold k to
be 3 minutes. We use red, blue, and purple points to denote
locations of exposed (query) objects, close contacts, and up-
to-date cases of exposures, respectively. Object o2 closely
contacts query object o1 during a consecutive period of time
[t1, t3], thus we update the query set Q by adding o2 (i.e.,
Q = {o1, o2}) and return updated Q at t3 as real-time result.
Similarly, object o3 closely contacts query objects during pe-
riod [t4, t6], thus we update the query set toQ = {o1, o2, o3}
at time t6.

It is non-trivial to develop an effective and efficient solution
to answering our CES problem. The straightforward method
is incapable of handling massive-scale moving objects and
ensuring real-time results. To address the challenge, we pro-
pose an efficient exact real-time search algorithm with var-
ious optimization techniques. Additionally, we propose an
approximate real-time search algorithm that further improves
the search efficiency without false dismissal. The main con-
tributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.

• We define a novel CES problem that is able to continu-
ously maintain up-to-date cases of exposure over a large
number of moving objects. The CES problem is helpful
to monitor and control the transmission of epidemics,
such as SARS, Ebola, and COVID-19.

• We develop an exact real-time search algorithm and an
approximate real-time search algorithm, namely Exact
Group Processing (EGP) algorithm and Approximate
Group Processing (AGP) algorithm, respectively, to an-
swer the CES problem. We develop group filtering and
pre-checking strategies to improve the search efficiency.

• The effectiveness and efficiency of our proposals are
evaluated by extensive experiments over two real-life
datasets. The experimental results show that our pro-
posal is capable of detecting cases of exposure over
massive-scale moving objects in a real-time fashion.

Related work. A similar problem to ours is co-movement
pattern mining. Existing studies have discussed several types
of interesting co-movement patterns [Jeung et al., 2008;
Li et al., 2010; Vieira et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2012;
Zheng et al., 2013]. Specifically, flock [Vieira et al., 2009]
is the first proposed co-movement pattern, which captures all
groups of m moving objects that travel together at k consecu-
tive time intervals. Among the literature, [Zheng et al., 2013]
proposed a gathering pattern in the front of traffic conges-
tion discovery. Besides, [Tang et al., 2012] discovered co-
movement groups in a streaming manner. In contrast, the con-
straint on the number of objects in a group is not required in
our CES problem. Note that objects outside the group may be
considered infected under our problem definition. Therefore,
solutions of these studies cannot be used for our problem.

To effectively prevent the transmission of infectious dis-
eases such as SARS, Ebola, and COVID-19, a host of stud-

ies were developed [Eusuf et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020;
He et al., 2020], in which [Xu et al., 2020] is the first to
introduce the contact tracing problem. However, it only fo-
cuses on simulating the disease and not capable of handling
real-time queries. From another perspective, [Eusuf et al.,
2020] presented a contact tracing query (CTQ) that identifies
individuals who have direct or indirect contact with the query.
[Chao et al., 2021] proposed a generalised trajectory contact
search (TCS) query. An iterative algorithm is proposed to
answer the TCS query. Another similar work [Alarabi et al.,
2021] proposed a technique that traces all contacts exposed to
a patient and searches for potentially infected persons. How-
ever, their solution is based on trajectory segments, and it is
designed for indoor applications. To the best of our knowl-
edge, none of the existing methods can be directly applied to
solve our problem because they either target static trajectories
or different definitions of cases of exposure.

2 Problem Formulation
We take a set of moving objects O = {o1, . . . , on} and a set
of query objects Q (Q ⊆ O) as input. In real-life scenarios,
for example, the moving objects can be pedestrians and the
query objects can be people exposed to Coronavirus. We aim
to detect cases of potential exposure in a real-time fashion.
We proceed to define our important concepts in remaining
parts of this section.

Location streams of moving objects. A location of a mov-
ing object o at time t is denoted by lot = ([x, y], t), where tu-
ple [x, y] is the spatial coordinates and t is the timestamp.
Note that lot is dynamically updated. We use Lt(O) =
{lot |o ∈ O} to denote the locations of moving objects.

Close contact. An object oi closely contacts another object
oj if the distance between oi and oj is smaller than a distance
threshold ϵ.

Case of exposure. Given a duration threshold k, object o
(o ∈ O\Q) is a case of exposure if the duration of continuous
close contact between o and any object in Q exceeds k.

Continuous Exposure Search problem. Given a collec-
tion of moving objectsO, a set of exposed (query) objectsQ,
a social distance threshold ϵ, and a contact duration threshold
k, the Continuous Exposure Search (CES) problem targets to
detect cases of exposure by updatingQ in a real-time fashion.

3 Exact Traversal Algorithm
A straightforward exact solution (ET) for answering our CES
problem works as follow. At each timestamp, we check
whether each object oi ∈ O \ Q closely contact each query
object oj ∈ Q. Specifically, if the distance between object
oi and object oj ∈ Q is smaller than ϵ, we record this object
oi as a close contact. We periodically perform the aforemen-
tioned operations on incoming locations of all objects, and
keep track of the continuous close contacts by maintaining a
hash set at each time. We reset the contact duration of an ob-
ject whenever it fails to keep being a close contact, namely,
there is an interruption before its contact duration reaches k.
We consider objects that have been consecutively recorded as
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close contacts over a period of time k to be cases of exposure.
Next, we update query set Q by adding up-to-date cases of
exposure, and return updated Q as real-time results. Finally,
the updated Q is used for subsequent round of detection.
Time complexity. Let |Q| be the number of query objects
and |O| be the number of non-query objects. At each times-
tamp, we need to run ET accordingly. The time complexity
of running each round of ET is O(|Q| × |O|). It is computa-
tionally prohibitive of handling massive-scale moving objects
and maintaining their real-time results.

4 Exact Group Processing Algorithm
To efficiently answer the CES problem while maintaining an
exact up-to-date results for each moving object, we propose
an Exact Group Processing (EGP) algorithm. The EGP algo-
rithm does not compute all-pair distance between each object
and each query. Rather, it partitions query objects and non-
query objects based on their current location respectively and
form query groups and non-query groups. Next, it discovers
cases of exposure in two phases. In Phase 1, we compute
all-pair group distances and generate potential cases of expo-
sure in the group level. In Phase 2, we evaluate each potential
cases of exposure in object level. In addition, we propose pre-
checking strategies to enhance efficiency of EGP algorithm.
Group distance. To avoid all-pair distance computation, a
host of distance metrics have been proposed to measure how
far two groups of locations are from each other, in which
Hausdorff distance [Taha and Hanbury, 2015] is one of the
representative distance metrics. However, for two groups
consisting of m and n locations, a single calculation of Haus-
dorff distance requires O(m × n) time, making the over-
all computation expensive, especially for massive-scale lo-
cations.
Group partition. To enable fast discovery of close con-
tacts, we partition all objects into groups based on their cur-
rent locations. Objects in a group are spatially close to each
other, making it possible for us to filter out far-away objects
at an early stage. Specifically, we partition the underlying
space by a grid index C, each cell is a square with equal
size

√
2
2 ϵ ×

√
2
2 ϵ, where ϵ denotes the distance threshold of

close contact. Query objects and non-query objects falling
into cell c ∈ C are recorded as a query group and a non-
query group, which is denoted by Oq

c and Oc, respectively.
Note that query groups and non-query groups are stored and
indexed separately. Figure 2 illustrates how we find object
groups that has potential cases of exposure given a query
group located in cell cab (marked with a star). From Fig-
ure 2 we see that only these objects falling into red cells (i.e.,
SC = {cij ∈ C||i−a| ≤ 2∧|j−b| ≤ 2∧|i−a|+|j−b| < 4})
are possible to closely contact a query object within ϵ, we re-
gard these objects as potential cases of exposure. Note that
|SC| is a constant, namely 21. For these object groups not
in red cells (e.g., gray cells), they cannot closely contact any
query object in cab, because the distance exceeds ϵ.
Pre-checking strategies. To discover all close contacts in
a non-query group Oc′ to a query group Oq

c , it requires
O(|Oq

c | × |Oc′ |) time, which is time-consuming. Here, some
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Figure 2: Potential cases of exposure

pre-checking strategies are developed to avoid unnecessary
computation based on our group partition. We first scan all
locations of Oq

c and Oc′ to get the minimal bound range rect-
angles MBR(Oq

c) and MBR(Oc′). Equation 1 defines a up-
per bound UB and a lower bound LB of {dist(loi , loj )|oi ∈
Oq

c , oj ∈ Oc′}. Compared with Hausdorff distance, our pre-
checking computation only requires a linear time complex-
ity of O(|Oq

c | + |Oc′ |). If the upper bound UB(Oq
c ,Oc′) is

smaller than ϵ, we regard all objects of Oc′ as close contacts.
Meanwhile, we safely prune Oc′ if LB(Oq

c ,Oc′) > ϵ.

UB(Oq
c ,Oc′) = max(dist(MBR(Oq

c),MBR(Oc′)))

LB(Oq
c ,Oc′) = min(dist(MBR(Oq

c),MBR(Oc′)))
(1)

Algorithm details. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code
of our Exact Group Processing (EGP) algorithm. The input is
a set of objectsO, a stream of locations Lt(O) = {lot |o ∈ O}
consisting of locations of O at each timestamp t, a set of
query objects, a social distance threshold ϵ, and a contact du-
ration threshold k. The output is updated query object set,
which consists of up-to-date cases of exposure. Initially, the
contact duration cd(o) of all non-query objects is set to 0 (line
1). During the search process, we use Π to store these cells
that cover at least one query object. We denote current close
contacts by A. At the beginning, Π and A are set to empty sets
(line 2). The algorithm consists of two phases: 1) group parti-
tion (lines 3–11), and 2) group-level close contacts discovery
(lines 12–20). During the group partition process, for each
incoming location lot of object o, we obtain cell c that covers
lot . If o is a query object, we store it in a query group Oq

c
and add c to Π; Otherwise, we store o in a non-query group
Oc (lines 3–11). Up to this point, all query groups and non-
query groups are obtained. During the close contacts discov-
ery, we perform our pre-checking strategies regarding each
query group and its nearby non-query groups with potential
cases of exposure (lines 12–20). In particular, if the upper
bound (cf. Equation 1) of the distance between a query group
Oq

c and a non-query group Oc′ is not greater than threshold
ϵ, we add all objects o ∈ Oc′ to current close contact set A.
Meanwhile, if the lower bound exceeds ϵ, we can safely prune
Oc′ since any object in Oc′ is unable to make a close contact
with an object in the query group. After the group-level dis-
covery phase, we proceed to compute the pairwise distances
of objects between each query group and its nearby non-query
groups with potential cases of exposure (line 17). At the end
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Algorithm 1 Exact Group Processing (EGP) Algorithm

Input: A set of objects O;
A stream of locations Lt(O), Lt+1(O), . . .;
A set of query objects Q ⊆ O;
Social distance threshold ϵ;
Contact duration threshold k;

Output: Updated query object set Q;

1: Init: ∀o ∈ (O −Q) : cd(o)← 0;
2: Π← ∅; A← ∅;
3: for each location lot ∈ Lt(O) of object o do
4: Let c be grid cell covering lot ;
5: if o ∈ Q then
6: Π← {Π, c};
7: Oq

c ← {Oq
c , o};

8: else
9: Oc ← {Oc, o};

10: end if
11: end for
12: for each query cell c ∈ Π do
13: for each non-query cell c′ ∈ SC(c) do
14: if UB(Oq

c ,Oc′) ≤ ϵ then
15: A← {A,Oc′};
16: else if LB(Oq

c ,Oc′) ≤ ϵ then
17: A← {A,ET (Oq

c ,Oc′)};
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: update cd(o);
22: Q ← {Q ∪ o|cd(o) ≥ k};
23: return updated Q as real-time results;

of each processing, we update the contact duration of all ob-
jects (line 21). Specifically, we reset the contact duration of
these objects o ∈ O \ A to 0, indicating there is an interrup-
tion before their contact duration reaches k. We update the
contact duration of these objects o ∈ A (i.e., up-to-date dis-
covered close contacts) and update query set Q by inserting
up-to-date cases of exposure, where the cases of exposure are
the objects with contact duration cd(o) ≥ k (line 22). Finally,
we output updated Q as our real-time results (line 23).
Time complexity analysis. The time complexity for ob-
taining all query and non-query groups is O(|O|). Let p and
q be the number of objects in each query group and each non-
query group. Discovering close contacts requires a time com-
plexity of O(|Π| × |SC| × p× q) = O(|Π| × p× q), where
|SC| is a constant (cf. group partition). Note that in most
cases, p and q are much smaller than |Q| and |O|.

5 Approximate Group Processing Algorithm
To further improve the efficiency of discovering cases of ex-
posure, we propose an Approximate Group Processing (AGP)
algorithm.
Head-tail-first checking strategy. A non-query object
cannot be a case of exposure if it fails to be a close contact be-
fore its contact duration reaches k. Motivated by this, we pro-
pose the following Head-tail-first checking strategy. Instead

Algorithm 2 Approximate Group Processing Algorithm

Input: A set of objects O;
A stream of locations Lt(O), Lt+1(O), . . .;
A set of query objects Q ⊆ O;
Social distance threshold ϵ;
Contact duration threshold k;
Hop length m;

Output: Real-time approximate cases of exposure;

1: Init: ∀o ∈ (O −Q) : cd′(o)← 0;
2: if t%m = 0 then
3: Π← ∅; A′ ← ∅;
4: for each location lot ∈ Lt(O) of object o do
5: Let c be the grid cell covering lot ;
6: if o ∈ Q then
7: Π← {Π, c};
8: Oq

c ← {Oq
c , o};

9: else
10: Oc ← {Oc, o};
11: end if
12: end for
13: for each query cell c ∈ Π do
14: for each non-query cell c′ ∈ SC(c) do
15: A′ ← {A′,Oc′};
16: end for
17: end for
18: update cd′(o);
19: Q ← {Q ∪ o|o ∈ At ∩At−k+1 & cd′(o) ≥ k};
20: end if
21: return updated Q as real-time results;

of discovering close contacts chronologically, we first get the
intersection results of At (i.e., tail) and At−k (i.e., head) to
get the candidates if there are close contacts at timestamp t,
where At denotes the close contact set at time t. For period
[t− k + 1, t] we only need to find close contacts in the inter-
section result, which improves space and time efficiency.

Hop checking. Given a contact duration k, if object o is
a potential cases of exposure during k consecutive period of
time [ti, ti+k−1], and it closely contacts at least one query
at timestamp ti and ti+k−1, we regard o as an approximate
case of exposure. Based on approximate cases of exposure,
we propose our hop checking strategy: Instead of processing
locations of all timestamps, we only process locations for cer-
tain timestamps T = 0,m, 2m, . . . with a hop length m. If
t is outside T , we assume that all objects are close contacts.
The objective of hop checking is to further reduce computa-
tional effort without false dismissal.

Algorithm details. Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo code
of our AGP algorithm. Compared with EGP, AGP addition-
ally takes the hop length m as input. We use cd′(o) to repre-
sent the duration of o being an potential case of exposure. We
initialize cd′(o) for every non-query object (line 1). Here, we
only detect potential case of exposure only for certain speci-
fied timestamp, namely t%m = 0 (line 2). We denote close
contacts and potential case of exposure by A and A′, respec-
tively. For location lot ∈ Lt(O) of object o, we perform the
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Beijing Porto
Longitude [116.250, 116.550] [-8.735, -8.156]
Latitude [39.830, 40.030] [40.953, 41.307]
ϵ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}

2 meters (default) 2 meters (default)
k {5, 10, 15, 20, 25} {5, 7, 9, 11}

15 (default) 5 (default)
|Q| {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} ×102 {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} ×104

600 (default) 100,000 (default)

Table 1: Parameter Settings

(a) Beijing (b) Beijing

(c) Porto (d) Porto

Figure 3: Effect of the number of query objects

same operations as the EGP to obtain the query groupOq
c , and

the non-query group Oc (lines 4–12). Next, we regard these
objects in SC(c) as potential case of exposure, and we in-
crease their contact duration accordingly (line 13–17). Next,
we reset the contact duration of objects o /∈ A′ (line 18). For
objects with cd′(o) ≥ k, we further check whether they are
close contacts at timestamp t and t− k + 1. If they meet the
conditions, we regard them as approximate cases of exposure.
We update Q by adding these approximate cases of exposure
(line 19). Finally, we return Q as real-time results.

Time complexity analysis. The group partition requires
O(|O|) time. In addition, discovering potential case of ex-
posure requires O(|Π| × |SC|) = O(|Π|) time. Thus, the
time complexity of running each round of AGP algorithm is
O(|O|+ |Q|). Note that the maximum value of |Π| is |Q|.

6 Experimental Study
6.1 Experimental Setup
6.2 Performance Evaluation
Data preparation. Our experiments are conducted on two
real-world trajectory datasets. The first dataset is generated

(a) Beijing (b) Beijing

(c) Porto (d) Porto

Figure 4: Effect of the distance threshold ϵ

from the Beijing taxi data [Yuan et al., 2011], which con-
tains trajectories of 10,357 cabs tracked over a period of one
week in Beijing. The total number of points in this dataset
is about 15 million. The second is collected in the city of
Porto, Portugal (PT) over 19 months, which contains over 1.7
million trajectories. The average sampling interval in BJ is
177 seconds with a distance of about 623 meters, while in
PT each taxi reports its location at 15-second intervals. The
value of a timestamp is set to be within the range of 24h. We
limit the range of longitude and latitude such that the sam-
pled locations have sufficiently high density. In addition, we
discard these trajectories with few sampled locations. More
specifically, we only use trajectories with no less than 10 sam-
pled locations in our experiments. To enable distance cal-
culation among objects (e.g., taxis, pedestrians) all the time,
we align all trajectories through linear interpolation, such that
each object returns a real-time location with a fixed frequency
10s and 5s for BJ and PT. As a result, the datasets contain
296,364,033 and 23,767,470 valid locations in BJ and PT, re-
spectively. Without loss of generality, we randomly select
some objects Q ∈ O as initial query objects.

Compared algorithms. We compare the performance of
our proposal algorithms, namely exact traversal algorithm
(ET), group processing algorithm (EGP), and the approxi-
mate algorithm (AGP). For AGP, the default set of hop length
is 2. The performance metrics for efficiency evaluation and
efficacy evaluation are CPU time and the total number of dis-
covered (approximate) cases of exposure. For simplicity, we
use |CE| to denote the number of (approximate) cases of ex-
posure. The CPU time is the averaged run time of running
each round. Besides, we study the accuracy of AGP, which is
calculated by the ratio of the number of cases of exposure to
the number of approximate cases of exposure.

Parameter settings. The default parameter settings are
listed in Table ??, which is based on specific data distribu-
tion of the two datasets. All methods were implemented in
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(a) Beijing (b) Beijing

(c) Porto (d) Porto

Figure 5: Effect of the contact duration k

Java and evaluated on Windows 10 platform equipped with
an AMD Ryzen 5 CPU (3.6GHz) and 32GB memory. Unless
stated otherwise, the experimental results are averaged over
20 independent trials with different query objects as inputs.

Effect of the number of query objects. First, we inves-
tigate the effect of the number of query objects |Q| on the
performance of the proposed algorithms with the default set-
ting. A significantly increasing trend of the number of cases
of exposure is observed in Figure 3(c), while the trend on
BJ is not obvious. It is clear that the number of discovered
cases of exposure of ET is the same as EGP, for they are
both exact algorithms. The results of the three algorithms are
reasonably close. As shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(d),
the group processing algorithm performs slightly worse than
the approximate solution in CPU time. The required CPU
time of ET exceeds 1,000 ms for processing Beijing datasets,
demonstrating that ET cannot be used for answering real-time
queries. Compared with ET, EGP and AGP reduce the re-
quired CPU time by at least one order of magnitude, which
demonstrates the superiority of our proposal.

Effect of the distance threshold ϵ. Intuitively, a larger
value of ϵ means that two objects are easier to make close
contact with a query object. Figure 4 shows the performance
when we vary the distance threshold ϵ from 2 meters to 10
meters. As expected, the number of cases of exposure in-
creases with the increase of ϵ on both BJ and PT for all al-
gorithms. From Figure 4(a), the difference of the results of
ET and AGP narrows as we increase ϵ on BJ. However, the
difference becomes more significant as we increase ϵ on PT.
Such case may attribute to their different data distribution. It
is worth noting that there is no obvious trend of runtime for
ET algorithm, because the required computation effort of ET
greatly depends on the number of queries.

Effect of the contact duration k. We study the effect of
the contact duration threshold k. A smaller k indicates that
objects are easier to become cases of exposure, which results

(a) vary Q (b) vary ep

Figure 6: Evaluation on the approximate algorithm

(a) Beijing (b) Porto

Figure 7: Evaluation on pre-checking strategies

in more cases of exposure, thus much more CPU time is re-
quired at each snapshot. From Figure 5(a) and 5(a), we can
see that the number of cases of exposure greatly decreases on
both Beijing and Porto for all algorithms, as we vary k from
10 to 40. In addition, a slightly decreasing trend of CPU time
is observed in Figure 5(b) and 5(d).
Evaluation on the approximate algorithm. Figure 6
shows the accuracy when we vary the number of query ob-
jects |Q| and the social distance threshold ϵ. The AGP re-
sults in a high accuracy on Beijing dataset, it does not show
obvious performance degradation when we vary |Q| and ϵ.
However, the accuracy degrades on Porto datasets.
Evaluation on pre-checking strategies. The EGP solu-
tion without pre-checking strategy is denoted by “EGP*PC”.
In Figure 7, as we vary the number of query objects, we ob-
serve that the required CPU time of EGP is consistently less
than those of EGP*PC.

7 Conclusion
We proposed and investigated a novel exposure search prob-
lem that finds cases of exposure for a stream of trajectory lo-
cations (CES problem). To address the problem, two efficient
algorithms were proposed, in which pre-checking strategies
were developed to enhance the efficiency. Extensive experi-
ments confirmed that our proposal was capable of achieving
high efficiency and high effectiveness, and the pre-checking
strategies were helpful to avoid unnecessary computation.
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